
Reevaluating your 
traditional benefits? 

 
There's a more proactive, long-term 

solution for your workforce.



We're not a wellness program or an EAP. We help you

ALLEVIATE YOUR EMPLOYEE’S MOST
CHALLENGING LIFE NEEDS.

The Social Determinants of Health (SDoH), like those represented
above, impact up to 80% of a person’s overall health and well-
being, costing employers millions of dollars annually. These
determinants affect how a person shows up to work; mentally,
physically, and emotionally.

Our services are specifically
built around meeting your
workforce where they’re at,
providing custom solutions
to their unique life needs
and challenges. Because
when your workforce is
healthy and thriving, so is
your organization.
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HOW WE DO IT

There’s no one-size-fits-all program. 
We utilize our network, relationships,
and community partnerships to find
the best care pathways for your
workforce based on our findings. Our
methods are based on connection.
Because of this, our resources and
interventions are constantly evolving,
growing, and adapting.

Connect

Our team provides reliable insights
to help you determine the best
course of action in pairing your

investments with interventions and
solutions that address the root cause

of your employee’s needs

Assess

OUR APPROACH

In collaboration with your HR team, we deploy
our SDoH Screening Tools and analyze claims
data to identify your employees' areas of high
need, determining a baseline and identifying

intervention opportunities

Track

We then help track the impact of
those interventions to determine
the ROI and tell an insights-rich

story with the metrics and
testimonies that matter



How does individual well-being
impact your organizational health?

 
When your workforce is healthy and thriving, 

so is your organization.
 

Through our employee programs, we assist employers in identifying

the main basic human life needs in their employee population and

partner with them to develop proactive interventions to address

those needs.  We then help track the impact of those actions to

determine the ROI and adjust as necessary. 



We work with your team to:

A CUSTOMIZED, PROACTIVE STRATEGY THAT COMPLEMENTS
YOUR INTERNAL PROGRAMS

Identify opportunities
through current

healthcare spend analysis

Determine baselines of
your organization's current

employee programs

Provide screening tools
to identify additional

employee opportunities

Determine levers to help
reduce healthcare spend

Collaborate to design a
customized strategy for

proactive outreach

Coordinate holistic
interventions through local

resources / partnerships

Implement an employee
engagement contact center 

Provide executive and
quality / operational

dashboards 

Maintain ongoing
monitoring and data

analysis to evaluate impact



RESULTS

Boosted retention and presenteeism

www.achisolutions.com

Increased commitment to work

Reduced healthcare costs by decreasing high-cost utilization

Improved overall production and performance 

Enhanced employee satisfaction

Differentiated unique benefits offering for your organization

Uncover the barriers that exist for your workforce and
develop the best strategy to proactively meet their

individual needs.
 

Contact us today to get started.


